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Abstract
«Are digital processes suitable for newspapers printing?»

Today, the newspaper market is decreasing partly due to new media technologies, such as 

the internet, smartphones and tablets. The majority of newspapers are currently printed in 

offset. A change in printing processes could be an opportunity providing new perspectives. 

For instance, digital printing processes, namely ink jet and electrophotography, offer 

many advantages: various formats, customization and short runs with the possibility of 

outsourcing the print production. Delocalization would reduce the problem of routing 

newspapers to isolated places. Transportation costs would be minimized. Furthermore, it is 

more environmentally friendly. These processes seem promising, but are they technically 

and economically realistic? Are digital processes suitable for printing newspapers?

Indeed, offset and digital processes are radically different.

Offset newspapers require coldset inks, which are very viscous (10 Pa.s). Such inks «dry» 

by infiltration into the substrate which is very porous. The inkjet process requires very low 

viscosity inks (1 to 10 mPa.s) drying by evaporation of water, while electrophotography 

uses solid or liquid toners. With digital processes, the paper must have an excellent surface 

finish. For inkjet, the critical properties of the paper are: smoothness, intern porosity, sizing 

degree and dimensional stability towards humidity. For electrophotography, these properties 

are: dimensional stability (associated to the moisture content) and surface finish because the 

toner must be applied to the substrate.

The drying of digital printing processes generates mechanisms of adhesion onto the paper 

different from those involved in offset printing. Consequently, new deinking problems are 

expected, which can also be limiting.
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The present work analyzes the various aspects of changing printing processes, on technical 

as well as economic issues. The study addresses the differences between offset and digital 

printing in addition to highlighting the specific requirements for the substrates used. The 

challenge addressed in this study is to show how to conciliate the newspaper reader’s 

experience with digital printing.

Keywords: digital processes, newspapers, economy, limits, substrat, opportunity

1. Introduction

Since 1843, the newspapers have been printed on offset presses. This process is largely used 

to print newspapers considering its high speed and production capacity. But nowadays, the 

newspapers market decrease requires questioning and searching new directions. Indeed, 

this decrease is partly due to new media technologies, such as the internet, smartphones and 

tablets. The new technologies are not the only reason explaining the smaller runs. Indeed, 

according to «Les Papier de Presse», the number of persons who read a daily newspaper 

decreases because people are less attracted by this information medium.

However, digital processes seem to have a place in the newspapers market as they allow 

innovation that could maintain the number of readers and even allow to find new clients. 

To what extent nowadays the newspaper market and digital printing can respond to its 

restructuring?

2. Technical part
2.1 Digital printing benefits

What is the purpose of using digital printing processes, namely ink jet and electrophotography, 

to print newspapers? The following part will develop the benefits of digital processes 

compared to offset lithography.

First, digital process allow short runs: only several copies are enough for the process to 

be profitable, contrary to offset lithography. This offers the possibility of outsourcing. It 

might be a solution to newspapers delivery. Today, printing is generally centralized, and 

newspapers are not often delivered on time in the locations difficult to access. Relocation 
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could reduce costs of transportation. Thus, printing would increase profitability and it would 

be more environmentally friendly as the CO2 emission would be significantly reduced.

With digital processes, the number of manufacturing steps decreases, both before and 

after printing. The offset process requires a lot of steps: digital file treatment to adapt and 

decompose the colors in the machine, plate development and plate fixing on the press for 

each printing unit, even if this step is automated on most machines. Making the machine 

ready is also time, paper and ink consuming. In addition, after printing, plates and blankets 

must be cleaned up, the plates must be removed in order to set up new ones for the new 

run. On the contrary, the number of steps is reduced with digital processes, and they allow 

quick run changes.

Last but not least, the customization is the major asset of digital processes. Indeed, the 

customer feels more interest when his name is printed on the product. In addition, digital 

technologies allow printing in several languages, which is very interesting for touristic 

countries. For example, Malta already uses this possibility.

2.2 Printing processes

Digital processes bring many advantages that offset lithography cannot provide. Are thus 

digital processes suitable for newspapers printing?

The following part will be dedicated to the comparison of the characteristics of offset and 

ink-jet processes. The ink-jet process rather than the electrophotography was chosen, as 

our research showed that the printers who tried to print newspapers with digital processes 

chose ink-jet.

 •  Presses For a long time, the ink-jet process was not considered as a serious 

competitor for offset lithography, because of its low speed. This is no longer the case 

since today’s ink-jet printers are web-fed and can reach reasonable speeds. For example, 

the IPrint ink-jet press of Impika, which works with drop-on-demand technology, runs 

at a 15,200 m/h speed. Even if offset presses run at much higher speeds (45,000 rph), 

the ink-jet printer’s speed seems to be sufficient. In addition, digital presses are less 

cumbersome and less expensive than offset presses.

 •  Inks Offset newspapers require coldset inks, which are very viscous (10 Pa.s). 
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 Such inks «dry» by infiltration into the substrate, which is very porous. The inkjet 

process requires very low viscosity inks (1 to 10 mPa.s) drying by evaporation of water. 

This difference in viscosities can be explained by the nature of the ink composition 

(see Table 1). Indeed, coldset ink vehicles are made of mineral oils (viscosity: 0.9 Pa.s) 

and hydrocarbon resins. The coldset inks have a poor rub, while the digital inks anchor 

into the paper.

 •  Substrates For digital processes, the paper must have excellent surface finish, 

while the newspaper substrate printed with offset is very light, thin and very porous to 

allow the ink infiltration. For inkjet, the critical properties of the paper are smoothness, 

intern porosity, sizing degree and dimensional stability towards humidity.

Table 1: Offset and ink-jet inks compositions

To conclude, both processes are very different on a technical point of view, as well as 

on the characteristics of the raw materials used. This highlights the limits of the digital 

processes for newspapers printing. People often wish to keep the similar aspects from both 

products. Moreover, the drying of digital printing inks generates mechanisms of adhesion 

into the paper different from those of offset inks. Therefore it seems impossible to process 

the same mechanism of deinking for digitally or offset printed stock. Flotation mechanism, 

commonly used for offset printed papers, should be revised for digitally printed papers.

3. Economic aspects

In this part we analyze French newspaper market, and then the global market.

The first point is the analysis of the sales of newspapers in France. According to the French 

Minister of Culture and Communication, newspaper market is decreasing. In fact, within 

ten years (from 1999 to 2009), newspapers’ sales decreased by more than 20%. According 

to the same source, the turnover decreased by more than 25% during the same ten years. 
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These data concern only the daily press of general and political information.

Regarding the whole diffusion of daily press, a similar conclusion arises: in France, 

newspaper market is clearly decreasing. In fact, the global diffusion of the daily press has 

decreased by two percent between 2009 and 2010.

The trends are similar for several famous daily French newspapers. The data come from 

the Office of the Justification of the Broadcasting. Seven daily newspapers were randomly 

chosen. Four of them increased their sales between 2011 and 2012 and the three others 

decreased. However those which increased have increased by 1% on average. Those which 

decreased have decreased by 2.9% on average. According to these data, we can conclude 

that newspaper market is decreasing in France.

At a world scale, the situation is different.

Firstly, we analyzed the global broadcasting of newspapers. According to WAN-IFRA, 

the global broadcasting of newspapers increased by 3.5% between 2010 and 2011. We 

also analyzed the repartition between printed newspapers and digital newspapers. It is 

commonly stated that paper is progressively dying because of digital newspapers. In fact, 

today three billions of people daily read a newspaper. Among them, more 2.5 billions read 

the news on a paper. This data means that paper is still widely used compared to digital 

newspapers. Considering the problem at a world level allows getting a more precise and real 

analysis of the situation of the press. Indeed, in Europe, North America and Latin America, 

the printed broadcasting declines. But this decline is compensated by the sharp increase of 

the broadcasting of printed newspapers in Asia and in the Middle East. This increase is so 

strong that it allows the world broadcasting to progress. We can precisely determine this 

increase thanks to data stemming from WAN-IFRA. Indeed, broadcasting of newspapers 

increased by 3.5% in Asia and by 4.8% in the Middle East and in North Africa between 

2011 and 2012. It has decreased by 3.4% in Europe, by 3.3% in Latin America and remained 

stable in Autralasia (Australia + New Zealand). Concerning Asia we can add that South 

Korea and Hong-Kong are now among the first 10 countries of the world where the rate of 

newspapers readers is the highest.

Concerning the income at the world level, we can assert that the world press represents a 

turnover of 200 billion dollars a year. The advertising income rose to 100 billion US$ in 

2011, which is a reduction of about 25% compared with 2007, when they had reached 132 

billion US$. This reduction may be imputed to 72% in North America. Another issue is 
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the development of new technologies, namely tablets which represent the main threat for 

printed newspapers. 60% of tablets owners use it to get information they previously get 

from a newspaper or from a magazine. Besides, more than half users of tablets assert that 

they read daily the news on their tablets and 30% indicate that they spend more time to read 

this information since the acquisition of their tablet. It is interesting to bend over what takes 

place in the United States regarding the on-line newspapers. Indeed, 7 Internet users on 10 

assert consulting the Web sites of newspapers. However, only 17% of them consult them 

daily.

4. Conclusions

Through this study, our objective was to determine if the digital printing of newspapers was 

viable from a technical point of view but also from an economic point of view.

Digital processes bring several advantages such as the shorter make-ready times, the 

possibility of personalization, lower cost of the press but also the innovation as the 

customization, the opportunity of relocate the print plant thanks to the profitability of digital 

printing with short editions. However, these processes create some limits, such as the level 

of requirement for the quality of paper, and the rise of new deinking challenges.
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Abstract
How many of your friends do not own a smartphone or a computer? Probably none. 

Nowadays, most content is digitized: some magazines previously received in the mailbox 

are now available often solely on the web. In a way, the status of the print media is threatened. 

Is this a real drawback or a fantastic opportunity to bring interactivity into print?

As shown in several studies, cross-media improves the efficiency of advertising campaigns: 

it allows publicists to monitor its impact and to add interactivity. If TV, radio or the internet 

are very efficient media regarding interactivity, leaflets or flyers grant permanence to 

information. This presentation examines how mixing both media allows creating high value 

products. But what are the technological prerequisites?

Most relevant technologies come from computer sciences. Nevertheless the cross-media 

revolution has been made possible thanks to the digital revolution of print presses. Printing 

variable data through a continuous process is now possible. Advertisers need a link between 

media: QR codes, RFID chips and electronic printed devices.

Consequently, printers’ mentalities have to similarly evolve. Printers have to learn 

processing variable textual and image data together or learn how to develop their activities 

in web-to-print. As emphasized in this report, this will ask them to acquire specialized 

knowledge issued from a wide range of domains.

They will also have to acknowledge that printed material has become only the tangible 

part of a communication strategy. In this work, we demonstrate how printers can rise in the 

communication chain if they embrace the cross-media evolution.

The new opportunities for printers are really exciting since new technologies and skills 

are involved. In the present work, a wide range of collected data is discussed, highlighting 
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those issues: technologies, advantages and cultural changes brought by cross-media to 

traditional printers.

Keywords: cross-media, internet, communication

1. Introduction

Since the first «Macintosh» computer in 1984, IT has been democratized and documents 

which were before stored in paper format are now more and more entirely digitalized. In the 

same way, many advertising plans are now internet-based in order to carry their messages.

Therefore, one could think that printers are doomed: the numeric revolution would change 

the world. It would make disappear any material information everything. However, the 

computer, if it became ordinary, still have limited impact so that to ensure their visibility, 

companies continue to trust the print media. Posters, canvas, clothes... paradoxically print 

is everywhere in our life, more than ever before.

Furthermore, the world of graphic arts still evolves and proposes solutions for advertising 

and advertisers. One of the most ambitious and innovative one is to operate the fusion 

between those two worlds. The digital world in the one hand, the material one in the other. 

What is more interesting for a cultural organism than to be able to offer the customers a 

simple way to obtain more information about a representation?

This is one of the propositions of Cross-Media: duplicate the channels in order to create a 

rich and coherent environment. Even better, Cross-Media allows an old advertiser’s dream: 

to be able to monitor the impact of his communication plan.

However, even if advances are spectacular, some even greater capabilities are yet to explore, 

and the printer will have to adapt. In order to keep on creating value, the printer should be 

able to propose solutions which allow to create beautiful designs, in which it will be still 

possible to incorporate variable data for example.

The main questions which can be addressed now are:

Which solutions can Cross-media propose to advertisers, publishers or simple users? How 

the graphic arts can adapt to anticipate those evolutions?
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2. Cross-Media, a proposal that makes sense
2.1 Impact on the audience

95.6% of e-mails are spams, as the European Network and Information Security Agency 

shows. Furthermore, less than a recipient out of 5 takes the time to open all those mails.

On the other hand, printed mails are read or leafed down by 97% of the recipients, read 

again and kept by 78% of them [5].

This is also true for youngsters: according to a 2011 study from the TNS Sofres [3] agency, 

51% of the 15-34 prefer to receive information and advertisement on paper and 67% like 

to receive addressed advertising e-mails with a colourful and illustrated envelope. Those 

young people prove the almost natural complementary between the Internet and paper: 62 % 

of them went already to an Internet website because of a received mail, in order to further 

inform themselves on an offer or a service, against 49% for the totality of the population.

According to the Moonda agency who surveyed 5,000 French advertisers between 

November and December 2012, 13% of them think that the «flyers» are the most «has 

been» media. But the same study reveals than 10% of those advertisers had projected to use 

such flyers, and 24% of them felt they had to use ads on paper media.

Indeed, for advertisers and clients, print seems to be inevitable. A flyer which enters a home 

is potentially read by all the family, an email may be opened by a unique person.

The printed mail addressed to one person in particular gives much value to the advertising 

message. It gives the feeling that the company has made an effort to contact the person, it 

tightens the link between the company and its clients, and furthermore it pushes the client 

to develop loyalty toward this company [6].

2.2 Economic Situation

The annual survey from an advertisers’ union [4] (Union des annonceurs, France) shows that 

in 2011 the communication market represented 43 billion US$, for France only. 10% of this 

market was held by ads in the press, 30% was printed mails (addressed or not). Therefore, 

communication on printed substrate represents 40% of the communication market, which 

represents of 17 billion US$. Between 2010 and 2012 this market has decreased by 2%.

In a parallel way, between 2010 and 2011, the advertisement market on the Internet jumped 
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by 12%! But this part of the market remains relatively small: indeed, in 2011, it represented 

only 5% of the total advertisement market, representing 2 billion US$, 10 times less than 

the market of communication on printed substrate.

2.3 The situation of  the print industries

According to a 2012 survey [1], covering year 2011, French printers produced 2.5 million 

tons of prints. The production of magazines has increased by 0.3% between 2009 and 2010, 

while the overall production of printed advertising decreased by 4.7% (see Figure 1).

In 2000, there were 6000 printing plants in France. By 2010, they were just 3,700. This 

fall takes into account the shutdown of factories as well as fusions between companies. 

Since year 2000, the number of printing plants has dropped by 39%. It is explained by the 

reduction in the demand for books and brochures. We can add the dramatic drop of sales of 

the newspapers. To summarize, the overall quantity of printed advertisement surfaces has 

decreased, in fact it has almost been divided by 2.

One of the specificities of the print advertisement market is its low added value. However 

this market represents 67% of the volume produced by French printing plants, although it is 

just 42% of the total volume [4]. One of the goals of the cross media would be to boost the 

added value of the print advertisement.

From a printer’s point of view, integrating the new possibilities offered by cross media is 

inevitable. The number of printers will continue to fall if they don’t catch up. The graphic 

industry will be more and more limited to packaging. However, the effort needed to integrate 

cross media will payback, for as we have seen, print is still a compulsory media for the 

advertisers. However, the print by itself is not a solution. Users are now used to connect 

to the internet to get more information. One of the goals of cross-media is to exploit this 

aspect.
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Figure 1: Inner ring: French printing industry production in volume in 2011, 
outer ring: global production consummed in France [1]

3. The Cross-Media or the triumph of  interactivity
3.1 Principle

The cross media technology lays on an IT structure which allows different media to 

communicate with each other.

The choice of the substrate is crucial. Indeed, it is the interface through which the consumer 

is exposed to the advertisement plan. The choice of a message, which perfectly suits the 

media, is an essential prerequisite for a successful advertisement. The media are:

- The Internet - Print

- Video

- Email

- Mail

- SMS

- Television

- Applications (essentially for smartphones)
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Figure 2: Cross Media

There are two kinds of approaches:

The «Trans media» approach: the advertiser will use every medium as a point of entry for 

his/her advertisement plan. In the case of a movie for instance, a poster will propose to 

«flash» a QR code, which connects the user to a video. Thanks to an application on his/

her smartphone, the user will also access to other material. Then, an Internet site will allow 

him/her to read some characters biography. All those elements help to construct a coherent 

universe, but all the media are complementary. This approach requires a lot of creativity to 

reach its full capacity.

The «Cross-Media» approach: the advertiser will just decline the same message on all 

media: the poster connects the user to a trailer. So does the application and the Internet site.

We can understand than the first approach is far more outsourced, while the second uses 

a stronger structure which is in the centre of the other media. However, in one case or the 

other, the prerequisites in terms of materials and infrastructures are:

- Servers to route the data and host the media

- A database to personalize the user’s experience

- A development team for the applications

- A development team for the Internet site

- Graphic designers for the prints
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But, this approach aims at making advertisement «funnier». One does not just sell the «brain 

time» of the clients, but the client becomes an actor at the very centre of the advertisement. 

When we personalize his experience, we add the possibility to touch him in what he is the 

most interested.

This is why interactivity revolutionizes cross-media: the data flow is not just descending. 

The consumer does more than just use time to receive, he also sends. He is an actor, plays 

and designs the communication as he wishes.

Furthermore, cross-media will allow recording the users’ connections to the network and 

will give the advertiser tools to quantify the impact of the communication plan. Tools such 

as Google Analytics give the possibility to measure the popularity of a page of the Internet 

site. Other tools such as Adobe Form Central will enable to measure the answer rate of a 

survey.

3.2 Variable Data Printing

Variable Data Printing consists in computing and printing data, which are all different. 

Every piece of data is in the same frame, but differs in its contents in order to adapt the plan 

to the targeted audience. The goal is not to diminish the speed of printing.

This technology has existed since the 90’s. However a survey conducted in the USA in 2012 

showed than 29% of printers thought than this market was not attractive. This same survey 

emphasized that on the 50,000 printers in the world possessing a digital press, only 1,000 

had the know-how to use the Variable Data.

This technology proposes true solutions for personalization and targeting. This goes from 

the simple addressed printed mails, to the targeting advertisement plan at a national level, 

using e-mails, mails and ads on the Internet pages.

For the advertiser, it requires a huge database, which could be built by the advertiser himself, 

or given by the client who wants an advertisement plan.

For the printer, this requires another form of investment. First he must buy software to link 

static data and variable data. Such software could cost up to several thousands of dollars and 

may require to re-design the entire prepress flow work and particularly the Raster Image 

Processor. Furthermore, it is necessary to buy a digital press - inkjet or electrophotography 

- in addition to conventional presses - offset lithography, flexography, screen printing or 
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rotogravure. This digital press must then be compatible with the print format that is used 

on the conventional presses. If the variable data technology represents an investment and 

a large remodelling of the prepress process, it becomes necessary for all printers wishing 

to enlarge their market, develop their activity, create a real added value and thus increase 

their revenues.

3.3 Technologies

From a technology point of view, inkjet and electrophotography are equivalent because they 

all allow to change the data to print for each revolution.

From a software point of view, the ways to work are various:

- Autonomous software which collects the data from a data base and operates their 

fusion and their layout.

- Variable data printing fusion software which acts as a plug in of a pre-existing 

desktop publishing software such as Adobe Indesign or Quark Xpress.

Furthermore, those software can proceed either before the RIP creation or during the RIP 

creation. The RIP can compute the data with variable data already incorporated, which is 

lighter to proceed. The other solution is to modify the RIP so that it incorporates the variable 

data, then sends information to the RIP.

This a non-comprehensive list of the existent software for the management of the variable 

data:

Table 1: Comparison of different variable data softwares
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4. Conclusions

There are thrilling opportunities for those who will evolve with technologies. The ground-

breaking evolution of digital has changed our lives, just as Gutenberg and the printed media 

did five hundred years ago. After one of the toughest crisis of the century, cross media is an 

amazing assets for the printing industry, which is looking for new growth driver.

It is a fact that people are still reading much more printed information than digital 

commercials. That’s why most advertisers are still sending paper mails instead of just 

e-mails. Moreover, with its long and rich history, paper is still a valuable medium for 

creativity.

Indeed, today there are tools to link real world and digital world through print. This is called 

variable data printing. Those tools are plugins for currently used software.

By building a two-sided flux, cross media repositions printers in the middle of the supply 

chain. Thanks to cross media, printers will become the architects of this brand new in 

tune with campaigns, and not just suppliers of leaflets and flyers for a very low wage. 

They can create value enabling to sustain their activity for the next century. Cross media 

is the opportunity that will deeply reshape the printing industry. Commercial printing will 

continue along the value-added printing. Cross media is the future of graphic industry, 

which is still moving ahead!
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Abstract
UV and EB (Electron Beam) are radiation-curing processes used for inks and varnishes. 

Although they appeared simultaneously, UV has been much more used than EB. The present 

work intends to compare these two techniques, on technical, economical and environmental 

aspects.

UV curing is based on the polymerisation of monomers and prepolymers, initiated by 

UV photons absorbed by suitable photoinitiators. The free-radical is the most common 

chemical mechanism. EB curing is based on free electrons, which are directly absorbed 

by the monomers, without any photoinitiator intermediate. The electrons are generated by 

metal wire, thanks to a very high potential in a vacuum chamber. Afterwards, they are 

accelerated, then cross a foil window. Finally, electrons are focused on the ink, triggering 

monomers crosslinking.

The limits of UV process are: (i) the thickness of the ink layer (less than 10 μm), (ii) the way 

photoinitiators absorption match the wavelengths emitted by the lamp and (iii) the nature 

and the pigment concentration. Indeed, the absorption of some pigments, such as carbon 

black or dark colours, can compete with the absorption of photoinitiators. These limits are 

pushed back with the EB process: in printing applications, the thicknesses are not limiting 

and the EB efficiency depends mainly on the density of the material.

For food packaging, photoinitiators in UV inks may be hazardous because of their possible 

migration into the material: their concentration in the food must be kept under 0.01 mg/kg. 

As they are absent from EB inks, the ensuing hazards are excluded.

Despite the reduction in size of EB equipment, it is still bulkier than UV lamps. Furthermore, 

the radiation required for the curing process represents a primary hazard. These specificities 
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and the misunderstanding of this process still prevent its development. Initially used in 

offset, EB is also promising for flexography, particularly in food packaging because it 

allows in-line production without risk of contamination.

This study provides an overview of EB and UV processes, discussing their advantages and 

limits. This work proposes some promising applications for EB, as an alternative-curing 

mode, especially in the context of food packaging, where recent problems were generated 

by the migration of photoinitiators of UV inks.

Keywords: EB inks, crosslinking, food packaging, low migration inks

1. Introduction

Radiation curing processes are very interesting for industry because they allow to combine 

high printing quality together with high productivity. Actually two radiation curing processes 

exist: the first one - Ultra violet (UV) - is well known and largely used, while the second 

one - Electron Beam (EB) - is still seldom used, despite its undisputable advantages. Both 

processes appeared simultaneously in the late 70’s but only UV has been efficiently used 

during the last thirty years. Therefore, the question arises why the UV process knew such 

a rise compared to the EB and what is the potential of development of EB in the printing 

industry. In order to get a better insight into these questions, it is relevant to know about the 

formulations of the inks and equipment used in each process. This study will focus first on 

the technical aspects of both techniques, then on a technical and economical comparison. 

As a conclusion, some applications where EB process is relevant or even more efficient than 

UV are proposed.

2. Radiation curing processes
2.1 Ink formulation

Both processes use radiation energy in order to convert liquid ink or varnish layers into solid 

films. Ink drying is based on the cross-linking of a blend of monomers and prepolymers, 

which constitutes the vehicle of the ink. For both UV and EB processes, these monomers 

and prepolymers are mostly acrylates. The main difference between the two processes 
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lays in the way to convey the energy triggering the polymerization from the source to the 

ink. In UV, lamps emit photons whereas in EB, electrons are directly produced with an 

electron gun. The UV inks contain photoinitiators which absorb the energy of photons and 

create reactive species, whereas the EB inks are based on pigments and monomers and 

prepolymers only, which react directly with the electrons. This is an essential difference 

between the two processes, as explained below.

2.2 Equipment

UV equipment contains generally two principal items, mercury vapour lamps, and reflectors. 

The lamp is composed of a transparent quartz tube sealed by electrodes at either end. The 

tube contains inert gas such as xenon or argon and also mercury. An electric current is 

created between the electrodes, which involves an increase in temperature (600-800°C). 

Thus, mercury vaporises and emits photons in a wide spectrum of wavelengths. Reflectors 

focus UV rays on the printed materials, and IR rays are evacuated by a specific device. The 

reflectors can be semi-elliptical (focused beam of light), non focused or parabolic (parallel 

beam of light).

The EB equipment is more substantial. It is composed of an electron gun, which produces 

an electron cloud in a vacuum chamber. The vacuum is necessary to avoid the reaction 

between electrons and the oxygen in the atmosphere. The electrons are then shot out of the 

chamber because of a potential difference between the gun and a metallic foil window. This 

window is electrons permeable and keeps the vacuum. Finally, a shield is set behind the 

paper web in order to protect the operators from any possible X-rays emissions.

3. UV vs. EB

UV and EB inks are similar in composition. However, there are some interesting differences 

concerning technical issues and economical aspects.

3.1 Technical issue

First of all, UV inks contain photoinitiators contrary to EB inks. The formulation of UV 
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ink is limited because the absorption wavelengths of the photoinitiators must match the 

wavelengths emitted by the lamps. Furthermore, UV is also limited in the choice of pigments. 

Indeed, some pigments such as carbon black, dark colours or metallic particles may create 

troubles in the UV curing process: these pigments may absorb photons and therefore 

provoke a competition of photons absorption between photoinitiators and pigments. Figure 

1 shows the absorption peak of black pigments, TiO2 and some coloured pigments in the 

UV field (200-400 nm).

There are also some differences between drying with UV and EB process. First the thickness 

of the ink layer can be a problem in UV curing. Photons cannot penetrate deeply into the ink 

layer, therefore cross-linking is not effective and the ink is not dried when the thickness is 

higher than 10 μm. It is not the case for EB ink, the penetration depth of energy being larger. 

The penetration of electrons is controlled by the energy voltage of the equipment, which 

allows curing of an ink film up to a thickness of 40 μm (see Figure 2).

Figure 1: Pigments absorbance as a function of wavelength [1]
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Figure 2: Penetration of curing energy

To sum up, Table 1 presents a comparison between UV and EB processes.

Table 1: Technical comparison between UV and EB processes
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3.2 Economic aspects

In order to take the economic aspects into consideration, the cost of each printing process 

was estimated. Some parameters such as the price of one litre of ink, the initial investment 

to buy a dryer and the operational cost are presented in Table 2. The values for heatset inks 

are quoted for the sake of comparison.

Table 2: Cost of Heatset, UV and EB dryers

At first sight, the ink and the equipment for an EB installation are more expensive than the 

UV counterpart. However EB technology becomes more money-making than the heatset 

drying in the long run. To determine the point where EB equipment becomes profitable, we 

took the example of a printing company consuming 11,000 kg of ink per year (http://www.

colruytgroup.fr/). The worst situation is taken into consideration i.e. the heatset dryer was 

priced at 21,000 US$ and the EB at 825,000 US$.

According to these hypotheses, less than 2 years after the investment the EB equipment 

cost less than the heatset because of its low consumption of energy. However potential 

maintenance costs have not been taken into account because the information is considered 

confidential and not available.

Finally the UV technology remains the lowest initial price, the less energy-consuming and 

therefore the more profitable, compared to the two others.
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Figure 3: Comparison of costs of heatset, UV and EB processes

4. Applications

The technical advantages of EB process can also be attractive for some applications such as 

food packaging, printed electronics and 3D printing.

4.1 Food packaging

The European legislation is very strict about the possibility of food contamination by the 

packaging components. First of all, the printed surface must not be directly in contact with 

food. It must have no staining and no ink marks. Besides, components of packaging must not 

migrate in goods according to the order of the Federal Department of Home Affairs about the 

objects and materials. There is migration when more than 0.01 mg of constituent is detected 

in one kg of food. Moreover, different criteria of rejection must also be considered: all 

components classified as carcinogenic, mutagenic and toxic and all pigments and colorants 

based on antimony, arsenic, cadmium, chrome (VI), lead, mercury or selenium.

UV and EB processes allow fast and efficient curing. However, the advantage of EB inks is 
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the absence of photoinitiators which may migrate into the food. This process represents a 

good opportunity for food packaging. In addition, EB inks do not create odours, contrary to 

vegetable inks. Thus the product is not contaminated. Finally, there are no volatile organic 

compounds with the electron beam process, which is eco-friendly. All those benefits make 

EB process an efficient alternative for food packaging.

4.2 Printed electronics

Given that the thickness of the ink is not a problem for the EB curing, it represents an 

important advantage in printing electronics. Indeed, the ink layer can be a decisive parameter 

for dielectric or semiconductor printed components, particularly to improve the resistivity. 

The maximal thickness required to cure with a UV dryer is roughly 10 μm, while the ink 

film can be four times thicker with an EB dryer.

Furthermore, the efficiency of UV curing is decreased with the presence of metallic particles 

as explained before, whereas the latter do not prevent EB drying.

Therefore, in the field of printing electronics, EB curing can be considered as a promising 

curing technique.

4.3 3D printing

With the development of 3D printing technology, it is interesting to know whether EB 

curing is really competitive, as it is less limited by the thickness of the ink than other 

processes. Although the creation of the 3D object must be considered layer by layer, the 

manufacturing will be faster with EB. This type of drying can then be effective considered 

for this application.
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5. Conclusion

Electron Beam curing has many advantages, notably its lack of photoinitiators or its fast 

curing. The absence of solvent and consequently of volatile organic compounds is also 

a real advantage, as well as the fact that curing in depth is possible. Nevertheless, this 

technology is limited by weaknesses, such as the price of the equipment, X-ray generation or 

the necessity to have an inert atmosphere. Furthermore, it is threatened by the development 

of research on low migration UV inks and by the misreading compared to other printing 

process. Finally, EB curing remains the only drying technique that respects food packaging 

legislation and the rare curing process able to be used for 3D and electronics printing. Given 

the fact that the investment cost and the energy consumption are too expensive, using EB 

process is more profitable and pertinent for products with high added values.
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Abstract
Paper is perhaps the most basic material on earth that people use every day. And yet, we 

are confronted to the difficulty of how to get the general public interested in the paper 

technology. Visiting a paper mill is not well suited for educational purposes since it is a 

large, loud and hot process. And here is the problem: people have false ideas about paper. 

In this study, we focused on developing educational tools that help to understand the 

paper industry. We collected evidences to prove that paper does not destroy the forest, we 

described how paper is made and we built a fully working paper machine model to enhance 

the learning experience. We present the results and approaches taken to develop these tools 

as well as the specificities of the model, which is, to our knowledge, the smallest working 

paper machine in the world.

Keywords: paper machine model, sustainability, education

1. Introduction

What would the printing industry be without paper? Paper is a common material used every 

day. And when it comes to production, few people actually know how paper is manufactured. 

Paper machines have become too large to understand their process by looking at them. From 

these observations, we face a wall, trying to catch the attention of the general public on the 

paper industry. Moreover, the lack of knowledge in the paper industry raised persistent 
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stereotypes. Who has never heard «paper making destroys the forest»? Precisely let’s let the 

people know that paper is an attractive, practical and sustainable material. This study has 3 

main objectives: facts, education and experiment. The first objective is to unveil the truth 

on paper and forests by having clear, complete and independent vision of the situation. The 

second objective is to enlighten the paper industry by demonstrating the simplicity of paper 

making. The third objective is to provide a tool that illustrates and helps people experience 

the paper industry, by showcasing a fully operating paper machine model, which is, to our 

knowledge, the smallest working paper machine in the world.

2. End the myth: Paper does not kill the forest
2.1 The myth

The forest, a primary resource, has a crucial position in life on earth. Forests are the home 

of most species, they absorb CO2 and generate O2, and are one of the most important human 

resources (energy, construction, furniture, paper). Two thousand years ago, forests covered 

80% of the European surface. From the Neolithic age and until the 19th century (figure 1), 

deforestation increased, mostly to clear lands for agriculture, reducing dramatically the forest 

coverage, which became, during the 19th century, as low as 10% of the European surface 

[1]. At the same time, the paper industry started to use wood as material to supply fibers 

(paper industry was using rags; S.F. Gottlob Keller invented in 1843 a machine producing 

ground wood pulp suitable for paper making) [2]. The concern for forest sustainability was 

then founded.

Figure 1: Evolution of the forest area from years -1300 to 2000, gandant, in Escurat, 1995
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2.2 Facts and figures

Today, the paper industry helps the forests grow. In 2013, 55% of the wood extracted 

worldwide is used for energy production, 21% is used by sawmills and only 16% is used 

directly by the paper industry [3]. Moreover, paper mills use mostly residues from sawmills, 

branches cut to maintain trees healthy and thinning out trees [4]. Paper is not responsible 

for deforestation, deforestation is the result of an uncontrolled development of farmland, 

grassland, of tropical wood for building or of energy harvesting. On the contrary, the paper 

industry plants trees. Paper manufacturers engaged in sustainable forest management ensure 

that 3 to 4 trees are planted for one tree cut [5]. European forests have grown and are today 

30% larger than in 1950. With a growth rate of 700,000 hectares per year [6], 177 million 

hectares are occupied by European forests in 2008, corresponding to 42% of the EU27 

surface [7]. 148,700.00 m3 of wood are supplied annually for the CEPI area (figure 2) with 

80.5% coming from CEPI, 17.4% imported from non-CEPI Europe, and 2.1% from outside 

Europe. So since the European forests are growing and the wood used in Europe for paper 

pulp production is coming from Europe, we can say that paper doesn’t destroy the forests in 

Europe. Furthermore, the paper industry in Europe uses as much recycled paper pulp (48.4 

million tonnes (MT)) as raw pulp (44.5 MT) with an annual paper production larger (95.0 

MT) than the annual consumption (81.5 MT)[8].

2.3 Certifications and more about paper sustainability

FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) guarantees a wood coming from responsibly managed 

forests, PEFC (Program for Endorsement of Forest) guarantees the origins of the wood. 

Blue Angel, NAPM recycled mark, Nordic Swan, EU Flower are Eco-labels [9]. Paper 

manufacturing has an environmental impact as all activities have. However paper is one of 

the few products that is natural, renewable, recyclable and biodegradable and doesn’t alter 

the resources of the forests. So let’s continue our efforts in paper sustainability and stop 

believing in myths.
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3. Learn about paper manufacturing
3.1 What is paper?

Paper is a conglomerate of cellulose fibers and is a porous and permeable material sensitive 

to humidity (figure 3). The paper industry produces paper with controlled properties at 

speeds beyond our imagination: 2,020 m/min on a 8,900 mm width [10] (Sept. 2010 world 

record, Myllykoski Rhein paper Hürt Germany Voith PM1).

Figure 2: From raw materials to paper, Ceci pulp and paper industry,  

CEPI key statistics 2011

Figure 3: Left: Section view of paper, Right: Top view of paper, bonded fibers, porous 
structure, Cerig, Pagora
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3.2 How is paper made?

Paper is obtained by filtration, pressing and drying of paper pulp. Paper pulp is produced 

by the division of fibers contained in natural resources (i.e. wood). This separation can 

be obtained through a mechanical action (i.e. grinding, disk de-fibering, (chemo-thermo-

mechanical or extruding) or by a chemical reaction (i.e. alkaline sulfate, soda anthraquinone 

or acid bisulfite). Other treatments are then performed (refining, bleaching, purifying, etc.) 

to attribute specific properties to the fibers and thus to the paper. Starting from dispersed 

fibers in water at about 1% concentration, the process drains the water from the suspension, 

so that fibers start to tangle and form a mattress of fibers. This mattress is then pressed and 

dried to remove water. As water leaves the mattress, hydrogen bonds (the cellulose affinity 

to bond with water or itself is given by its OH groups) start to link the cellulose fibers. At 

the end of the paper making process, cellulose fibers are bonded naturally to one-another 

and form a solid layer of tangled fibers called paper [11].

3.3 The paper machine

A paper machine does all the operations described above, online at high speed and with 

large widths. Supplemental operations are often added online, such as coating (i.e. applying 

pigments on the paper surface), size-pressing (impregnating the paper with additives) 

or calendering (smoothening the paper). A paper machine can be divided into 3 sections 

(figure 4). First, the prepared pulp in aqueous suspension is pushed though the head box and 

is collected on the forming table, on which the pulp loses most of its water through gravity 

and vacuum suction, and fibers start to tangle. The paper enters then the press section, where 

more water is drained through pressing. Different press technologies are available and are 

associated to various purposes and with various efficiencies (i.e. a soft and a hard cylinder 

combination to increase the nip area, where pressing occurs). Then, the sheet enters the 

drying section where it is heated up progressively, so that almost all the water is evaporated, 

leaving a precise humidity level (essential for paper flexibility and strength). Then the paper 

goes through specific operations, is rewinded and slitted.
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Figure 4: Top: Large paper machine Metso, Bottom: Fourdrinier paper machine, 

Danlei Chu, Michael Forbes

4. Experience the smallest working paper machine ever built
4.1 Sizing

To visit paper machines is not well suited for educational purposes. They are loud, large, 

hot, and mostly covered by fairings. This is why we built a small working model of paper 

machine.

We started from zero with one idea and a lot of questions. Questions were asked to specialists 

and their answers were mostly associated with surprises, doubts and helplessness. Pierre 

Latécoère, a pioneer of aeronautics, stated: «The calculations from my engineers are 

formal, the project is not achievable. So all is left now is to build it». The legend pushed us 

to start building this machine we called m-MAP. Table 1 details the characteristics of the 

machine. To draw the sketches of the m-MAP, we copied at 1/10th every element of Pagora’s 

paper machine and then we made several changes based on simulations and calculations to 

improve the design of the m-MAP. The goal was to build a simple machine that illustrates 

best the paper making process.
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Table 1: Size of the m-MAP in relation to Pagora’s paper machine and to Hürt PM1

4.2 Simulating

Figure 5: Screenshot of the visual of the simulation encoded

We encoded a simulation, to verify that parameters chosen would work. We focused on the 

wet end of the machine. The simulation helped us set up regulatory parameters (figure 5). 

The machine is not fully automated today, but is due to future improvements. For now the 

pulp flow rate incoming in the head box is regulated by two precision valves, allowing to 

control the basis weight along the cross direction of the web. The pulp is pumped to a head 

tank, positioned higher than the head box, and an overflow outlet allows having a constant 

pressure distributed to the head box.
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4.3 Building

We decided to standardize the size of the cylinders down to 3 different sizes: 17 cylinders 

of 18 mm diameter to support the web, 7 cylinders of 50 mm diameter to press and drive 

and 5 cylinders of 100 mm to dry the sheet. All cylinders are mounted on ball bearings to 

reduce friction. Vacuum boxes are installed under the forming table to drain more water 

from the fiber mattress. Webs supporting the early paper on the forming table section and on 

the press section are reconditioned through continuous water washing and vacuum suction. 

There are two presses composed of four 50 mm diameters cylinders. Presses are brought to 

pressure by manual screw systems. The five 100 mm drying cylinders are heated in their core 

by five 400 W resisting elements. These elements are regulated by 3 dimmers, allowing a 

temperature ramp to smooth dry the paper. The speed of rewinding is automatically regulated 

as the diameter of the rewinding paper roll increases. A cylinder with constant diameter is 

pressed on the rewinding roll and drives the system. The rewinding roll speed decreases when 

its diameter increases (analog to a gearing system), keeping the rewinding speed matching 

the machine speed. The machine is driven by four motorized 50 mm cylinders, one for each 

section (forming, pressing, drying and winding), regulated individually. Driving cylinders are 

motorized with DC brushed motors equipped with epicycle gearings, reducing to 1/200th the 

speed of the motor, thus increasing the torque. On each section, one 18 mm cylinder (which 

can move vertically) allows to tighten the web manually and one 18 mm cylinder (which can 

move horizontally), driven by a servomotor, allows to align the web.

5. Conclusions and Summary

Learning about the paper industry is a theme of interest and if many people have revisited 

their biased position and ended their disbeliefs, it still remains a sensitive subject that 

associates lack of knowledge and stereotypes that harm the paper industry. The aim of this 

study was to prove some myths to be wrong, was to draw attention from a wider audience, 

was to provoke curiosity (raising questions and reactions) and was to stimulate interest for 

paper. The smallest working paper machine model ever built draws attention and provides 

education. The proofs gathered demonstrated that the myth was wrong. At the end, I hope 

that the reader that you are will be convinced, because let’s face it, paper rocks and rolls.
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Abstract
To have a display that uses electricity only when refreshing the display is attractive. It’s 

today a reality. And the technology is fairly cheap. Such displays are e-readers such as the 

Kindle, the Kobo and many others. However we don’t have any choice in color, it is always 

black and white. Even if the E-ink Company has developed a new technology (Triton), it 

does not provide good contrast because of the way colors are generated (juxtaposition of 

pixels or use of filters result in only one third of the area display used for one color [1]). 

This paper has a double objective. First of all, it will give an overview of the state of the art 

and study the principle of electrophoretic displays, Gyricon’s technology, electrophoretic 

medium, particle stability, encapsulation and particle synthesis. It is necessary to understand 

limitations and technical constraints. Secundly, it will present an innovation to produce 

4-color displays based on particles that use two different stimuli (electrical and magnetic).

Keywords: Display, E-paper, Electrophoretic

1. Introduction

The display market being in rapid expansion, it is necessary to develop different 

technologies to meet every customer’s needs. Some big companies like E-Ink or SIPIX lead 

the innovation since several years about displays. The first color displays should be created 

in 2011-2012 but it wasn’t really the case. We can nevertheless note the Triton technology 

developed by E-Ink, with low contrast as explained earlier. There are big challenges ahead 

especially to produce particles able to show 4 colors to enhance contrast.
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One can find two main categories of media: non-rewritable media (such as printed paper) 

that are based on the reflexion of the light onto the media to see the information. Such 

devices allow a high visibility angle (180°) and a good comfort of use.

On the other hand, we have media that allow to update the information. They are emissive 

media, such as LCD or OLED displays. These technologies present some drawbacks: they 

need a constant electrical supply, have a (much) smaller visibility angle and are really 

expensive to produce because of their sensitivity to their environment during production and 

during their utilization (particularly OLED suffers from exposure to oxygen and moisture).

The idea to take advantage from these two ways of disseminating information came 

naturally. This is what we called electronic paper. Objectives are to produce a reflective 

display having the smallest possible energy consumption and contrasts comparable to 

the ones obtained on paper, the possibility to display information reversibly at low cost 

production, with a light weight and a high flexibility. Keeping in mind these objectives, this 

paper will present an overview of the state of the art and an innovation that makes a step to 

the so much desired 4-color display.

2. State of  the art
2.1 Principle

The principle of a display is based on the migration of charged particles in a dielectric 

medium between two electrodes. The front side electrode is transparent so that the image 

can be seen and the backside electrode allows the addressing to all pixels independently. 

With a tension between the two electrodes, particles are attracted by electrostatic forces to 

one of the cell walls or the other according to their polarity. These pixels (white or black) 

finally form a visible image. There are two kinds of electrophoretic devices: those made of 

particles containing a pigment diluted in a colored dye and those containing two different 

types of pigments with two opposite electrical charges diluted in a transparent dye. The 

majority of devices belong to the second category, for this technology made possible for a 

particle with more than two pigments to produce more colors.

The most important components of a display are obviously electrophoretic particles. They have 

a dramatic influence on performances. The fundamental properties of a display are its contrast, 

its time response (the shortest possible) and its stability at rest (without electrical supply).
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2.2 Gyricon’s heritage

Xerox made the first technical development with the Gyricon technology in the 70’s. This 

technology used «Janus» particles that have different properties between their two sides. 

Here, a material with a negative charge and a white aspect is applied on one side, whereas 

a material with a positive charge and a black aspect is applied on the other side. They move 

onto glass cavities and these cavities are encapsulated between two electrodes [2].

Figure 1: Janus particules used in Gyricon technology

In an electrical field, particles turn over to reveal a white or black color according to their 

charge. Because of adhesion forces between particles and cavity walls, the electrical field 

needs to exceed a threshold to make particles move. This is one of the most important 

characteristics of electronic paper, because when the electrical field is removed, particles 

remain in their position and thus display information without any electrical supply. This is 

what we call a «bistable» display. Therefore, this property enables to produce low energy 

consumption displays. However, the Gyricon technology is not used anymore because 

of one limitation: spheres were not able to fully rotate because of a strong decrease, the 

electrostatic force at the end of each rotation [3], resulting in a low contrast.

2.3 Electrophoretic medium

Electrophoretic medium has a significant influence on performances and needs to respect 

two criteria. The first one is the non-conductivity. Indeed, an electrophoretic ink is a 

dispersion of nanoparticles divided in two groups with two opposite electrical charges. 

If the medium were conductive, part of the electrical charge would pass through the 
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medium, thus decreasing the attractiveness of the particles to the two sides of the cavity. 

To compensate for this decrease, one would have to increase the electrical charge, thus 

inducing a higher energy consumption. This is absolutely against what one is aiming at. 

The second criterion is the viscosity of the medium, which should keep an intermediate 

value not to slow down particles in movement but to slow down sedimentation. Several 

media exist and are used in the different companies using electrophoretic technology. Three 

main categories can be identified: iso-paraffins (E-Ink, Papyron), silicone-based fluids 

(Xerox) and tetrachloroethylene in the academic world (the latter being impossible to use 

at an industrial scale because of its toxicity). Their physical properties (density, dynamic 

viscosity, boiling point) are really different but they have similar dielectric constants and 

refraction indexes. It is also necessary to study their volatility in order to prevent the ink 

from drying on the spheres.

2.4 Particles stability

The stability of charged particles in suspension is really important because it is directly 

connected to their lifetime and performances. A dispersion of solid particles in a liquid 

phase does not keep a stable state. Without interface optimization, the system tries to 

minimize the energy by fusion or aggregation of particles. Because the dispersive medium 

is often non-polar, there is no electrostatic repulsion due to the absence of ions. This is why 

the only way to keep an electrophoretic ink stable is to use steric repulsion [4]. This consists 

in modifying the surface tension of the electrophoretic ink by using a surfactant. Physically, 

«hairy» particles are added to the surface to separate them and ensure a good stability 

between particles, thus minimizing surface energy between the particles and the medium.

2.5 Encapsulation
 2.5.1 Microcapsules

The most commonly used technology to encapsulate electrophoretic inks are microcapsules. 

The latter may have different chemical properties and be produced by several polymerization 

or precipitation techniques in a heterogeneous medium. The capsule creation depends mainly 

on the interfacial tension between the oil phase and the aqueous phase. This relationship 
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can be shown by adding surfactants [5]. When the interfacial tension is low, the oil droplets 

have a sufficiently low surface energy to remain stable in water. When the surface energy 

of the droplet is high, the polymer will be positioned on the droplets in order to decrease 

the interfacial tension. The type of surfactant used plays a significant role in the formation 

of microcapsules generation [6]. The ionic surfactants can inhibit encapsulation of the oil 

phase due to electrostatic interactions. Others may react with the reactive species. This 

results in a change in the surface microscapsules which can be roughened and therefore 

cause defects.

 2.5.2 Pixellization

Another option, inherited from the packaging industry and especially corrugated cardboard, 

was developed by SIPIX [7]. A photoresist is coated onto a PET/ITO substrate which then 

undergoes embossing before being crosslinked by UV curing. Cavities are then formed. 

These are then filled with electrophoretic ink that contains UV-curable droplets. It will 

migrate to the surface and be crosslinked. The top electrode is then rolled on top.

2.6 Particle synthesis

This paragraph tackles with the active component of an electrophoretic display, that is to 

say the electrophoretic particles.

 2.6.1 Requirements

As we have seen, the objective is to disperse one or several charged particles into a non-

volatile and chemically inert medium. This one has to be non-conductive not to dissipate 

the electrical charge and to keep electrophoretic forces as long as possible. Particle size 

should be between 250 nm and 2 μm. Particles should have a good ability to diffract the 

light so that they have a good contrast to display information. Intense colored particles 

with good optic properties will be privileged. Thus we can find inorganic pigments such 

as TiO2, organic pigments or dyes. Particles should be very stable within the medium to 

avoid sedimentation and thus improve the display time (the ability of the display to keep 
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the image without electrical alimentation). Response time is essentially governed by the 

electrophoretic mobility, and thus by the electrophoretic ink.

 2.6.2 Dispersion polymerization

Dispersion polymerization is characterized by the presence of a single phase containing the 

solvent and all of the reactive components. This results in the production of a latex type 

material. This technique provides a wide range of particle sizes (from 100 nm to 20 μm). 

Most of organic dispersions are free radical reactions. First of all, we produce initiators (by 

photochemistry, by heating the reaction medium or by redox reaction). Monomers then 

react with these free radical species. Oligomers are then produced. These will grow to reach 

a length of molecular chain from which will be called nuclei. They will then coagulate until 

the stabilizer, present in the medium, completely covers the surface. The reaction continues 

until a latex is obtained, consuming monomers diluted in the solvent and the polymer 

chains present in the medium. A copolymer is often used to stabilize the particles with steric 

repulsion forces. This technique (dispersion polymerization in a non-polar medium) proved 

to be able to produce in one step positive charged particles with two different inorganic 

pigments [8]. Using macroinitiators enables to cover metallic oxydes, giving them good 

stability to agregation and decreasing their density. Several morphologies were obtained by 

varying the affinity between the polymer and the pigment surface. It was demonstrated that 

this technique works whatever the pigment. Thus, it is possible to produce inks of all colors. 

Nevertheless, it is much difficult to produce negative charged particles because of a lack of 

adhesion between the pigment and other components, even when macroinitiators are used. 

There are two ways of improving this situation: one can modify the surface of the pigment 

before it is integrated to the medium or can produce particles in a polar medium and then 

integrate species which allow their integration into a non-polar medium.
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3. Innovation to the 4-color display

For the moment, all displays are black and white because we can only use electrical stimulus 

which offers only two possibilities (positive and negative). To produce a 4-color display, we 

need another stimulus. We can use a magnetic stimulus along with magneto-electrophoretic 

particles. Each magnetic material is coated by a pigment, and then encapsulated into a 

chargeable functional polymer (positive or negative charge). Thus, two particles are exactly 

as current electrophoretic particles, one being positive charged and the other one being 

negatively charged. Two others also have an opposite electrical charge but they have a 

magnetic core. Under an electrical charge V+ or V-, blue or red particles will move. To 

move yellow or black particles, we need a higher electrical load V++ or V- - to compensate 

for magnetic attraction forces. With this technology, each particle can show 4 colors. The 

entire display area is thus used for each of them, which significantly increases the contrast.

Figure 2: Devise contaning electrophoretic particles and maneto-electrophoretic particles
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4. Conclusions

The display market provides many areas of research, particularly in regard to e-papers, 

since their low energy consumption is a drastic advantage over other technologies. Further 

efforts should be made to improve the performances of existing displays, including contrast, 

lifetime and response time, and to find new ways of development for color displays. 

However, e-papers, especially 4-color displays, will not compete with emissive displays but 

will share the market of very large posters for which the response time is a less important 

criterion.
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Abstract
Nowadays, transparent and conductive materials are increasingly used, especially for thin 

photovoltaic films or tactile objects. The main material used for the conductive layers of solar 

cells is the ITO (Indium Tin Oxide). This material has great potential: it has a high optical 

transmission combined with a high conductivity and quite a long lifetime. However, using ITO 

causes various environmental and economic issues. Indeed, this material is rare and synthesized 

from exhaustible resources, making it very expensive. Moreover, the ITO is rigid. For all these 

reasons, alternative transparent and conductive materials are under investigation. In this study, 

we reviewed and compared these new materials, with a special focus on how they can be 

introduced into printing inks.

The development of special printing inks was recently facilitated by the increasing use of 

nanoparticles. Indeed, several new inks are being formulated based on nanoparticles or 

nanowires of silver, copper or carbon nanotubes. Simultaneously, silver-ion based inks are under 

development.

The main difficulty in such formulation is to find particles, which could provide conductive and 

transparent properties to the ink. It is important to keep in mind that this ink should remain stable 

and printable, with specific requirements in the case of inkjet printing. More precisely, it is hard 

to combine these antagonist properties: transparency is optimal with a wide grid of particles and 

large voids in the material, whereas conductivity requires a thin grid. Each application requires 

an ink with specific properties, such as flexibility and high or low sintering temperature. Even 

if inkjet seems to be the most suitable printing process, it restricts the size of the particles, due 

to the nozzle dimensions. To conclude, the study investigates other printing processes, such as 

screen-printing and flexography in order to suggest additional solutions.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, some markets such as touch screen, flat screen or photovoltaic cells represent 

a large market share. Currently, the market of touch screen is growing up at the rate of 

13.7% per year. Over 80% of households have a flat screen and the market of photovoltaics 

has nearly tripled over 4 years. All these products need the use of transparent conductive 

materials, identified as Transparent Conducting Oxides (TCO).

TCOs are complex to produce; indeed, transparence and conductivity are two antagonist 

properties. Transparency is optimal with a wide grid of particles and large voids in the 

material, whereas conductivity requires a thin grid.

Figure 1 shows that when the transmission goes up, the resistivity rises. The resistivity is 

the reverse of the conductivity. This graph confirms that the two properties are antagonist. 

Difficulties arise when both properties must be enhanced. In addition, these properties are 

intrinsic.

Figure 1: Transmittance vs resistivity plot for sprayed CNT layers and ITO
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2. Presentation of  ITO

Nowadays, the most used TCO is Indium Tin Oxide (ITO). This material is a solid solution 

of Indium (III) oxide (In2O3) and Tin(IV) oxide (SnO2). Indium is a rare mineral; it can be 

found in China, Korea or the United States. 66% of indium is used to produce flat screens. 

The main quality of this material is to combine a high electrical conductivity (104 S/cm) 

and a good optical transparency (70%). Thanks to its long lifetime (over 10 years), it can be 

used as the anode in solar cells. Table 1 shows the main characteristics of ITO.

Table 1: Main properties of ITO

Currently there are different processes used to deposit ITO thin layers:

 • Evaporation by electron beam

 • Vapor deposition

 • Physical vapor deposition

Whatever the process, when depositing the layers, it is necessary to create a vacuum to 

improve the adhesion between the layers.

Unfortunately, this material has numerous defects. The most important one is the supply of 

Indium. Indeed, resources of Indium are exhaustible: according to US Geological Survey, 

there will be no more Indium in 2020. This fact is really a warning; it shows the necessity 

to find an alternative. Moreover, Indium is subject to market and economic forces, so that its 

price is fluctuating. 

Figure 2 shows the effect of the development of photovoltaic cells in 2004 on the ITO’s price. 

Because of this fluctuating price, the cost of productions using ITO is variable. In addition, if 

the performance of the sputtering process and the cost of deposition are taken into account, it 

increases the price by 800 $/kg. For example, the production of an LCD display costs 4.8 $/m2.
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Regarding recyclability, ITO cannot be considered as a «green» product. Indeed, nowadays 

most of the flat screens are burnt at the end of their life. However, abundant research is 

made in order to improve recycling of the ITO and better results are being obtained.

Last, but not least, brittleness and non-ability to be flexed multiple times are other limitations 

of ITO.

Consequently, ITO has relevant properties but is not a long term solution. Moreover, changing 

the TCO would allow having a better carbon footprint and different physical properties. 

Thanks to those properties, innovative products could be designed. ITO replacement is 

potentially an attractive and promising market.

Figure 2: Evolution of indium price (smg-indium 2013)

3. Conductive, transparent and printable inks

For all these reasons, alternative transparent and conductive materials are under investigation 

in order to formulate new printable inks. Currently, searchers work with various compounds:

 • TCO,

 • Metal flakes (their conductivity is smaller by 4 or 5 times to pure    

metals because of the resin and the additives which coat the flakes),

 • Nanoparticles,

 • Organic compounds.
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In the field of nanoparticles, the most used metals are silver and copper (which is less 

expensive but more restrictive). They can be found as nanoparticles (between 5 and 1,000 

nm), nanowires or nanotubes (100 μm length and less than 10 μm of diameter).

Organic compounds are also under investigation. First, the PEDOT:PSS is already used to 

replace the ITO. It is a mixture of two ionomers: sodium polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) and 

poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT). This compound is generally applied as a 

dispersion of gelled particles in water. Its conductivity is about 1,000 S/cm and can be 

improved by post-treatments. It is a fragile molecular complex which can be degraded by 

ultraviolet light or under high temperature or humidity. However, it has flexible properties.

Graphene and carbon nanotubes (CNT) are also used. They are composed of benzenic 

cycles which provide their conductive properties (6,000 S/cm and more) All these organic 

compounds show a transparency of about 80%.

Last, silver ion-based inks are starting to emerge. Such inks are liquid and result into a 

metallic silver film when they are printed and cured.

4. Inks requirements

In addition to conductivity and transparency, these components must have printability 

properties. They should remain stable during storage and printing.

Metallic flakes must be finely dispersed in a resin suspension matrix for the ink to be 

conductive. Moreover, high conductivity levels can be achieved when the suspension 

matrix contains glass particles or ceramics and when the sintering temperature is high         

(> 650°C). In terms of printability, the ink formulation should integrate a milling agent in 

order to prevent sticking. In nanoparticles-based inks, the maximum size of the particles 

must remain under 500 nm in order to avoid clogging of the nozzles during inkjet printing. 

In addition, in order to allow printing on most flexible substrates, the sintering temperature 

must be low. An enhanced conductivity can be obtained through a correct aggregation of 

the particles after printing.

Copper-based inks need an encapsulation process to prevent oxidization of the conducting 

particles.

To print such inks, inkjet and screen printing are the most widespread processes. They both 

enable deposits of various thicknesses and can print precise patterns.
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5. Main applications
5.1 Photovoltaics

Photovoltaics are a «green» technology which consists in generating electrical power by 

converting solar radiation into electricity. A solar cell consists of different layers. One of the 

electrodes is made by ITO. It could be interesting to replace ITO by conductive, transparent 

and printable inks but the lifetime of the particles used in these inks is too short (1 to 5 years 

only). Consequently, researchers keep looking for alternatives. The different layers of solar 

cells can be manufactured using classical printing processes. The most suitable methods are 

gravure and screen printing. For each process, there are advantages and limitations.

Table 2: Comparison of gravure and flexographic processes

5.2 OLED: Organic Light Emitting Diodes

These inks are the main compound of some layers in Organic Light Emitting Diodes. The 

latter are multi-layer devices made of :

• Transparent substrate (PET or glass),

• Transparent anode which creates electron gaps thanks to an electric stimulation. It is 

made of ITO,

• Metal cathode, which is the electron emitting layer, mainly composed by metal such 

as aluminum, calcium or magnesium,

• Conductive organic layer sandwiched between the anode and the cathode. This layer 

is composed of several organic ones:

– Conductive layer which transports the gaps from the anode,

– Emitting layer which transports the electrons from the cathode.
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This device is based on electroluminescence.

This phenomenon is both optical and electrical. It enables a material to emit light in response 

to an electrical current flowing through. Indeed, it is the result of the recombination of 

electrons (emitted by the metal cathode) and the gaps (present in the transparent anode: 

ITO) created by the two electrodes thanks to the application of a potential difference. This 

recombination is the source of light emission.

Considering the market trend, we can see that the market share of OLED will double by 

2016.

6. Conclusion

To summarize the merits of these news inks, we will analyze in a SWOT diagram the 

strengths, the weaknesses, the opportunities and the threats of the latter.

First, the strengths. These inks enable printing of conductive and transparent layers on 

flexible substrates and large surfaces. They are made of non-rare resources, compare to ITO.

In addition, when they are optimized, the costs of the materials and the process will be 

cheap enough to enhance the replacement of ITO. As weaknesses, we should notice that the 

toxicity of the nanoparticles might be an issue in the development of their use. The particle 

size, especially for the inkjet process, can also be a problem.

But these inks reveal a real potential which can be extended to the other print processes 

(lithography, gravure, flexography). One of the main limits in these development prospects 

is the availability of the raw materials. Indeed, silver flakes are produced on a huge scale 

(thousands of tons per year) but nowadays, nanoparticles are not developed that much. 

However, there is a strong likelihood that the nanoparticle production will spread in the long 

term. This process will be helped by the fact that nanoparticles (silver and copper) will find 

uses in other areas (such as healthcare).
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Colophon
Context 

This year, we have decided to highlight our school specifications which are printing 
communication and paper making. It seemed difficult for us to divide substrate, and 
printing into different parts.

Meeting 

Every Tuesday we meet and share our points of view, our ideas and vote for the best 
option for the 2014 Publication.

Design
This year we wanted to use the most common newspapers in the US to have a 
personalized «offer» for every person according where he or she comes from. The journal 
is supposed to be the supplement of the newspapers. The newspapers symbolize the way 
of disseminating information during the Second World War (because we celebrate this 
year the 70th anniversary of the D-Day). 

The journal is in a portrait presentation, but in a smaller size than last year. We chose to 
illustrate the content with photographs which were taken for our school research works or 
by some of us during their internship.

For the first time, all articles were written by students of our school. This choice was 
made to increase strongly the student involvement in our journal’s contents.

Printing

We printed our publication with in-house equipment (Xerox 700). We used coated paper 
100 gsm.

Events
In order to earn money to finance the US trip and the publication we organized two 
events. The first one in December was a bake sale about Hollywood and US series. Then, 
in January, we held a theme party about the Texas with hamburgers and bake sales. 
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Travel
This year you will have the pleasure of meeting nine French students. Two of them were 
at Portland (Oregon, USA) last year, and among these two there is the current president. 
They are all really happy to have the opportunity to exchange with you during this 
Technical Annual Meeting. 
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